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On May 29th Twenty-five 3-Cushion Billiard Players from seven states converged on
Rushville, Illinois to do battle in host George Ashby’s 3-day event. Players came from
the following states: New York (1), Iowa (2), Illinois (11), Minnesota (4), Washing-

ton State (1) Wisconsin (5) Florida (1) Rushville is typically a sleepy little town in west central
Illinois but is fast becoming a hotbed for Three Cushion Billiards in the Midwest.
The 25 players were divided into one nine-man and two eight-man round-robin flights by a

raffle-style draw. The top two finishers from each Flight plus the top two 3rd place contestants
advance to the eight-man round-robin finals.
Flight A 
Miquel Torres (NY), Nam Cho (WI)  & George Theobald (IL) played well to the finals.
Flight B 
Undefeated Host George Ashby (IL), Lupe Cruz (IA) and Mickey Campbell (MN) also worked
their way into the finals. Fourth Place finisher Ellis Lawrence (FL) missed the finals by 4 points
but for his 6-point run Ellis did collect $275.00 for High-Run Out of the Money. 
Flight C 
Rising star and future superstar Brian Haff (IL) went undefeated and Fred Lamers (MN), who
suffered his only loss to Haff, placed 2nd in the Flight to round out the Finals flight.
A total prize fund of  $5,825.00 was generated via entry fees and cash and merchandise dona-
tions. 
May 2015 Prize Breakdown
1st:                                              $1,200.00                                                           Miquel Torres
2nd:                                             $1,000.00                                                                 Lupe Cruz
3rd:                                              $   900.00                                                                Brian Haff
4th:                                              $   725.00                                                              Fred Lamers
5th:                                              $   580.00                                                                 Nam Cho
6th:                                              $   435.00                                                          George Ashby
7th:                                              $   290.00                                                     George Theobald
8th:                                             $   145.00                                                     Mickey Campbell
High Run - Preliminaries            $   275.00                                                     Ellis Lawrence - 6
High Run - Finals                        $   275.00                                                   George Ashby - 11
                                                    $5,825.00

L to R, Miguel Torres , Fred Lamers, Mickey Campbell, Lupe Cruz, Nam Cho,
Brian Haff, George Theobald, George Ashby 



Many players would shoot this as a twice-around without a second thought,
but there is a better choice to score. I have seen both Sang Lee and Blomdahl select the option
shown several times. Key to selecting this shot is the location of the target ball. If it is deeper in
the corner, or is very big, then the twice-around is generally better. However, if the target ball is
about a diamond above the short rail, the up-and-down is frequently the better choice. 

Note that with the target ball
as shown, if you miss the twice-
around long the ball is gone, and
if you’re too close to the corner
you’ll miss short as well. The up-
and-down provides a much
bigger ball, and four different
ways to score. It is best to play
this as a 4-rail shot, and then if
you are short or long you make it
with 3 or 5 cushions. I like to
carefully pick the third rail point
(A), which will usually be .6-.8
diamonds from the corner.
Use no more speed than nec-

essary, with a slightly high rolling ball hit. Depending on the angle to the first ball (plus kiss and
position considerations), either hit it with center ball or favor left. The center ball hit may seem
more natural, but favor left (just a tiny bit!) gives you a nicer angle into the fourth rail. This
shot will normally have less kiss potential than a twice-around, and if you select the right
amount of hit on the first ball, that ball should cross several times and leave you a nice position.
It’s easy to miss this possibility, so practice it, and look for it!

President’s Desk:
The Board has been trying

to get some important items
accomplished. First, we are
trying to set up some formulas
for rooms to have incentive to
hold more USBA Tourna-
ments. Second, we are trying
to set up some Championship
Tournaments at the end of the
year for “C” and “B” players.
In the near future, we plan to
hold ones for
Beginners,
C+, B+ and
A players
(.850-.999
average). We
also may
hold a Hand-
icap Championship as well as
start a USBA League.
Third, we are creating a

completely new website from
scratch. Fourth, our intention
is to integrate a custom
program into the website al-
lowing tournament directors
to use the program for running
tournaments. The tournament
director will tell the program
the amount of players, the
amount of available time for
the tournament, the format
and the number of available
tables and the program will
automatically create a sched-
ule of matches and the round
robin spreadsheets (results
tables). The tournament
results will be entered into the
spreadsheets as the tourna-
ment is in process and all that
information will be automati-
cally uploaded into the
website database. The
monthly rankings will be cal-
culated automatically every
month and on time. Also, a
Player Rating System will be
set up in the program (differ-
ent from Rankings). This type
of program will not be cheap,
but it is a necessity if we are to
keep track of players’ perform-
ances, ratings and averages
properly and avail ourselves
the opportunity to run fair
and accurate Championship
Tournaments. Boy, there’s so
much to do if we want to
grow!
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Shot Selection to Score
By Phil Panzera
Contributing Writer
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Brian Haff Sweeps 
Dubuque Field
Eight players from four states met at the Masonic Temple in

Dubuque, Iowa, to determine who would win the sixth
Dubuque Open three-cushion tournament.  The annual event
took place on June 12 and 13 and was played on Simonis cloth
and three reconditioned 1930s Brunswick tables.  A full round
robin was played and the last few games were completed on
Saturday afternoon.  With a larger field, games would have
been necessary on Sunday.
Strong regulars like Fred Lamers, George Ashby, and John

Jacobson didn’t participate this year for a variety of reasons,
leaving the field wide open for such hopefuls as host Robert
Byrne, Chicago’s fast-rising Brian Haff, former world pool
trick-shot champion Tom Rossman, and Milwaukee’s James
Richards.
Haff, who has had several good tournament showings in the

last couple of years, ended up sweeping the field, starting out
with a squeaker over Byrne, 25-24, that was his only close call,
as he handily defeated everybody else.   Rosenberger went

down 25-17 and Rossman 25-16.  His other wins were even
more one-sided.  In the championship game against James
Richards of Wisconsin, Haff won 25-10.  Richards’ only other
loss was to veteran Bob Keller of Madison 25-24.  Keller won
only one more game: against Russ Rosenberger 25-24.
Richards took second with a record of 5-2.
Rossman lost only to Byrne, 25-20, Richards 25-23, and

Haff, finishing in 3rd place.  Taking 4th was local player Ed
Wedge with a record of 4-3.  His win over Byrne 25-20
dropped the author to 5th place with a record of 3-4.  Byrne
suffered two 1-point losses, to Gary Eake and Haff.
Bob Keller, who finished 7th, took the $50 high run prize

with a 7, scored in his upset win over Richards.  The prize was
donated by Rossman.
The order of finish:  1st Brian Haff; 2nd James Richards; 3rd

Tom Rossman; 4th Ed Wedge; 5th Bob Byrne; 6th Gary Eake;
7th Bob Keller, and 8th Russ Rosenberger.
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USBA International Open
Million Dollar Billiards – North Holly-
wood, CA
There were 42 players of 6 flights of 8

SINGLE ELIMINATION FINALS
QUARTERFINALS
34 PEDRO PIEDRABUENA VS RAYMUNDO
MUÑOZ 40 (23 INN)
37 LUIS AVILA VS GUILLERMO SOSA 40 (31 INN)
40 JAVIER TERAN VS FRANCISCO PALAFOX 30
(31 INN)
40 TORBJÖRN BLOMDAHL VS BILAL KHALIFA 10
(17 INN)
SEMIFINALS
25 RAYMUNDO MUÑOZ VS GUILLERMO SOSA 40
(22 INN)
23 JAVIER TERAN VS TORBJÖRN BLOMDAHL 40
(23 INN)
FINAL
40 TORBJÖRN BLOMDAHL VS GUILLERMO SOSA
13 (23 INN)
PRIZE FUND
1st.  Torbjörn Blomdahl $4000
2nd. Guillermo Sosa $3000
3rd. Raymundo Muñoz/Javier Teran $2000/each
5th. Piedrabuena/Avila/Palafox/Khalifa $1175/each
9th. Salinas/Pineda/Ceulemans/Cataño $375/each
HIGH RUN IN SEMIFINALS OR FINALS  -   $100Fran-
cisco Palafox (12)
BEST GAME IN SEMIFINALS OR FINALS.-  $150
Pedro Piedrabuena (30 in 8)
BEST GENERAL AVG. IN SEMIFINALS AND FINALS.-

Ricky Carranco , Javier Teran Guillermo Sosa, Torbjörn Blomdahl, Raymundo Muñoz, Raymond Ceulemans, 
Hector Ocampo (Owner)

Left- Ricky Carranco (Tournament Dir.) - Daniel Busch
(pov pool Live Streaming) An amazing event it was, great

team work guys.

$250  Torbjörn Blomdahl (1.846)
Special thanks to Ricky Carranco, Hector Ocampo, Gilbert

Najm and Carlos Elias for their tireless efforts to make these
historical events possible on our beautiful west coast of the
United States.
Also a special thanks to POV Pool’s sponsors, Tiger Prod-

ucts, Kamui Tips and Kamui Brand for supporting our efforts
to provide coverage – let us also not forget the Simonis Cloth,
Verhoeven Billiard Tables, United States Billiards Association,
UMCB (Union Mexicana Campeones de Billar) and also Paul
Frankel and Professor-Q-Ball’s National Pool and 3 Cushion
News.
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The top three in the Jennifer Shim Open: left to right
Orie Hida, Therese Klompenhouwer and 

Sruong Pheavy

Therese Completes Trilogy in
New York
by Frits Bakker

The trophy and the
main prize (2.500
dollars) were handed

over to Therese Klompen-
houwer again: the Dutch bil-
liards star showed herself the
best on the final day and won
despite two mistakes in the
preliminary rounds. The
current world champion tri-
umphed in the Jennifer Shim
Tournament in New York by a
victory in the final over
Sruong Pheavy from Cambo-
dia: 30-12 in sixteen innings.
It was Therese’s third victory in a row in New

York: she defeated Orie Hida, who crossed her
path now in the semi-finals, two times. Sruong
Pheavy (25) was the revelation: she defeated
Klompenhouwer in the preliminaries, came up
to the final, but found her master in the world’s
best women’s three-cushion player. The 32-year-
old Dutch put her opponent in the final under
pressure with small runs (9-5 and 13-7) and after
16-11 (12 innings), Pheavy only scored once in
the last part of the match. That resulted in a
comfortable win for Klompenhouwer.
Orie Hida grabbed third place by a big victory

over Colombian Mercedes Gonzalez and Dutch
Karina Jetten was fifth. Therese Klompenhouwer
received the main prize for the winner: 2.500
US dollars. I peaked at the right time and my
two losses on Sunday came right on time’’,
Therese looked back to the final days. , On the
final day the feeling was very strong again. I was
a bit uncertain in the first match against Karina,
but finally I was super focused.’’
The Jennifer Open, with a total of eighteen

players at the start, did not reach the level that
was expected. The only players with high aver-
ages were Therese Klompenhouwer, the current
world champion and Orie Hida, the former
triple world champion. The Japanese seemed a
serious threat to her Dutch competitor, who she
defeated on one carom in the preliminaries.

Jennifer Shim
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